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ABSTRACT
Due to the special gating schemes of Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM), LSTMs have shown greater potential to process complex se-
quential information than the traditional Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN). e conventional LSTM, however, fails to take into consid-
eration the impact of salient spatio-temporal dynamics present
in the sequential input data. is problem was rst addressed by
the dierential Recurrent Neural Network (dRNN), which uses a
dierential gating scheme known as Derivative of States (DoS).
DoS uses higher orders of internal state derivatives to analyze the
change in information gain caused by the salient motions between
the successive frames. e weighted combination of several orders
of DoS is then used to modulate the gates in dRNN. While each
individual order of DoS is good at modeling a certain level of salient
spatio-temporal sequences, the sum of all the orders of DoS could
distort the detected motion paerns. To address this problem, we
propose to control the LSTM gates via individual orders of DoS
and stack multiple levels of LSTM cells in an increasing order of
state derivatives. e proposed model progressively builds up the
ability of the LSTM gates to detect salient dynamical paerns in
deeper stacked layers modeling higher orders of DoS, and thus
the proposed LSTM model is termed deep dierential Recurrent
Neural Network (d2RNN). e eectiveness of the proposed model
is demonstrated on two publicly available human activity datasets:
NUS-HGA and Violent-Flows. e proposed model outperforms
both LSTM and non-LSTM based state-of-the-art algorithms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed a revival of the Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) [15], thanks to the special gating mechanism that
controls access to memory cells. e superior capability of LSTM
has been shown in a wide range of problems such as machine
translation [2, 29], speech recognition [11], and multi-modal trans-
lation [31]. Compared with many existing spatio-temporal features
[18, 25] from the time-series data, LSTM uses either a hidden layer
[24] or a memory cell [15] to learn the time-evolving states which
model the underlying dynamics of the input sequences. In contrast
to the conventional RNN, the major component of LSTM is the
memory cell which is modulated by three gates: input, output, and
forget gates. ese gates determine the amount of dynamic infor-
mation entering/leaving the memory cell. e memory cell has a set
of internal states, which store the information obtained over time.
In this context, these internal states constitute a representation of
an input sequence learned over time.
LSTMs have shown tremendous potential in activity recognition
tasks [1, 7, 13]. e existing LSTM model represents a video by
integrating all the available information from each frame over time.
It was pointed out in [30] that for an activity recognition task,
not all frames contain salient spatio-temporal information which
is equally discriminative to dierent classes of activities. Many
frames contain non-salient motions which are irrelevant to the
performed actions. Since the gate units in LSTM do not explicitly
consider whether a frame contains salient motion information when
they modulate the input and output of the memory cells, LSTM is
insensitive to the dynamical evolution of the hidden states given
the input video sequences and cannot capture the salient dynamic
paerns. dRNN addresses this problem and models the dynamics of
actions by computing dierent orders of Derivative of State (DoS).
DoS models the change in information gain caused by the salient
motions between the successive frames using higher orders of
internal state derivatives. Intuitively, 1st-order DoS represents the
velocity of change of internal state memory while 2nd-order DoS
represents the acceleration of memory state change. is reveals
that the conventional LSTM, whose internal cell is simply 0th-order
DoS, only captures the locality of information change.
dRNN is formulated in the fashion that the gates are modulated
by the weighted combinations of several orders of DoS. While
an individual order of DoS is able to model a certain degree of
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Figure 1: e energy curves of the 0th-, 1st-, and 2nd-orders of DoS over an example of sequence for the activity ”RunInGroup”.
dynamical structures, the sum of all the orders of DoS could distort
the detected salient motion paerns. Figure 1 illustrates the energy
curves of the 0th-, 1st-, and 2nd-orders of DoS over an example of
sequence for the activity ”RunInGroup”. e local maxima indicate
high energy landmarks corresponding to the salient motion frames
at dierent levels. While each order of DoS enables the LSTM unit to
model the dynamics of local saliency at a certain level, the weighted
sum of dierent orders of DoS may risk misaligning salient motion
and result in distorted motion paerns. is inspires us to control
the LSTM gates using individual orders of the state derivatives.
As is generally accepted, RNNs are inherently deep in time be-
cause the current hidden state is a function of all previous hidden
states. By questioning whether RNNs could also benet from depth
in space, just as feed-forward layers which are stacked in conven-
tional deep networks, Graves et al. [11] introduced Deep Recurrent
Neural Networks, also known as stacked LSTMs. Stacked LSTMs
have shown superiority over the traditional LSTM in modeling com-
plex sequences and have been used in various types of applications.
Inspired by Deep Recurrent Neural Network, we are motivated to
explore whether the stacked deep layers in space could naturally re-
veal the saliency dynamics over time, thus avoiding the misaligned
DoS in dierent orders.
To this end, we propose to stack multiple levels of LSTM cells
with increasing orders of DoS. e proposed model progressively
builds up the ability of LSTM gates to detect salient dynamic pat-
terns with deeper memory layers modeling higher orders of DoS.
e proposed model is thus termed deep dierential Recurrent
Neural Network (d2RNN). e d2RNN diers from conventional
stacked LSTMs in that stacked LSTMs use homogeneous LSTM
layers while d2RNN uses heterogeneous ones. In this way, d2RNN
is not only capable of modeling more complex dynamical paerns,
but also enables a hierarchy of DoS saliency in deep layers to model
the spatio-temporal dynamics over time.
We demonstrate that d2RNN can outperform the state-of-the-art
methods on two publicly available human activity datasets: NUS-
HGA [23] and Violent-Flows [14]. Specically, d2RNN outperforms
the existing LSTM, dRNN, and stacked LSTM models, consistently
achieving beer performance in detecting human activities in se-
quences. In addition, we compared with the other non-LSTM algo-
rithms, where d2RNN model also reached competitive performance.
e remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we briey review several related works. e background
and details of dRNN are reviewed in Section 3. Section 4 presents
the proposed deep dierential RNN model. e experimental results
are presented in Section 5. Finally, we oer our conclusion and
discuss the future work in Section 6.
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Variants of Long Short-Term Memory
Due to the exponential decay, traditional RNNs are limited in learn-
ing long-term sequences. Hochreiter et al. [15] designed Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to exploit the long-range dependency.
As LSTM shows superiority in modeling time-series data, it is widely
used to various kinds of sequential processing tasks and several
LSTM variants were proposed to improve the architecture of stan-
dard LSTM. S-LSTM [33] is an LSTM network with tree structures.
e hierarchical structure of S-LSTM aims to mitigate the gradient
vanishing problem and model more complicated input than LSTM.
Bidirectional LSTM [24] captures both future and past context of
the input sequence. Multidimensional LSTM (MDLSTM) [10] uses
interconnection from previous state of cell to extend the memory of
LSTM along every N -dimension. e MDLSTM receives inputs in
an N -dimensional arrangement, thus can model multidimensional
sequences. MDLSTM model becomes unstable with the growth of
the grid size and LSTM depth in space. Grid LSTM [17] provides a
solution by altering the computation of output memory vectors.
Even though the above variants of LSTMs show superiority
in some aspect, they do not consider the salient spatio-temporal
dynamics which can be modeled by information gain of internal
memory states. is inspires the use of Derivative of States (DoS) in
dierential Recurrent Neural Networks (dRNN) [30]. Unfortunately,
dRNN uses the weighted combination of DoS to modulate the LSTM
gates, which could distort the detected salient motion paerns. We
are motivated to control the gates using individual orders of DoS.
Stacked LSTMs [11] borrow the idea of depth in ANNs and stack
hidden layers with LSTM cells in space to increase the network
capacity. However, the homogeneous layers of stacked LSTMs limit
its ability to model discriminative spatio-temporal structures. We
are motived to explore a hierarchy of DoS saliency in deep layers.
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Figure 2: Architectures of dRNN cell (le) and nth-order (layer n + 1) of d2RNN cell (right) at time t . Best viewed in color.
2.2 Activity Recognition
Human activity recognition includes sub-problems of individual
human action recognition and multi-person activity recognition.
In this paper, we focus on the more challenging problem of multi-
person activity recognition. Multi-person activity recognition is
further divided into group activity recognition and crowd analysis.
Most existing approaches of group activity recognition are based
on motion trajectories of group participants. Ni et al. [23] applied
motion trajectory segments as inputs and used digital lters’ fre-
quency responses to represent the motion information. Zhu et al.
[32] considered motion trajectory as a dynamic system and used the
Markov stationary distribution to acquire local appearance features
as a descriptor of group action. Chu et al. [5] designed an algorithm
to model the trajectories as series of heat sources to create a heat
map for representing group actions. Cho et al. [4] addressed the
problem by using group interaction zones to detect meaningful
groups to handle noisy information. Cheng et al. [3] proposed
a layered model of human group action and represented activity
paerns with both motion and appearance information. eir per-
formance on NUS-HGA achieved an accuracy of 96.20%. Zhuang et
al. [34] used a combination of Deep VGG network [27] and stacked
LSTMs. eir model complexity is high and has a large chance of
overing. In this case, their model is trained on augmented data
thus cannot be fairly compared with other methods.
Recent methods for crowd scene understanding mostly analyze
crowd activities based on motion features extracted from trajecto-
ries/tracklets of objects [14, 21, 26, 28]. Marsden et al. [19] studied
scene-level holistic features using tracklets to solve real-time crowd
behavior anomaly detection problem. [19] holds the state-of-the-
art performance for the Violent-Flows dataset. Su et al. [28] used
tracklet-based features and explored Coherent LSTM to model the
nonlinear characteristics and spatio-temporal motion paerns in
crowd behaviors. e trajectory/tracklet feature contains more
semantic information, but the accuracy of trajectories/tracklets
dictates the performance of crowd scene analysis. In extremely
crowded areas, tracking algorithms could fail and generate inaccu-
rate trajectories. e general-purpose d2RNN does not require such
input, holding the potential for more sequence-related applications.
3 BACKGROUND
In this section, we briey review Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
as well as dierential Recurrent Neural Network (dRNN). Readers
who are familiar with them might skip to the next section directly.
3.1 Recurrent Neural Networks
Traditional Recurrent Neural Networks model the dynamics of an
input sequence of frames {xt ∈ Rm |t = 1, 2, ...,T } through a se-
quence of hidden states {ht ∈ Rn |t = 1, 2, ...,T }, thereby learning
the spatio-temporal structure of the input sequence. For instance,
a classical RNN model uses the following recurrent equation
ht = tanh(Whhht−1 +Whxxt + bh ), (1)
to model the hidden state ht at time t by combining the information
from the current input xt and the past hidden state ht−1. e hyper-
bolic tangent tanh(·) in the above equation is an activation function
with range [-1, 1], Whh and Whx are two mapping matrices to the
hidden states, and bh is the bias vector.
e hidden states will then be mapped to an output sequence
{yt ∈ Rk |t = 1, 2, ...,T } as
yt = tanh(Wyhht + by ), (2)
where each yt represents a 1-of-k encoding of the condence scores
on k classes of human activities. is output can then be trans-
formed to a vector of probabilities pt by the somax function as
pt,c =
exp(yt,c )∑k
l=1 exp(yt,l )
, (3)
where each entry pt,c is the probability of frame t belonging to
class c ∈ {1, ...,k}.
3.2 Dierential Recurrent Neural Networks
Due to exponential decay in retaining the context information from
video frames, traditional RNNs are limited in learning the long-term
representation of sequences. Hochreiter et al. [15] designed Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to exploit the long-range dependency.
Although traditional LSTM neural network is capable of pro-
cessing complex sequential information, it might fail to capture
the salient dynamic paerns because the gate units do not explic-
itly consider the impact of dynamic structures present in input
sequences. is makes the conventional LSTM model inadequate
to learn the evolution of action states. Veeriah et al. [30] introduced
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the Derivate of States (DoS) for dRNN, which can explicitly model
spatio-temporal structure and learn salient motion paerns within.
Replacing internal state with the DoS in the gate units, dRNN has
the following updated equations:
(i) Input gate it regulates the degree to which the input informa-
tion would enter the memory cell to aect the internal state st at
time t . e activation of the gate has the following recurrent form:
it = σ (
N∑
n=0
W(n)id
d(n)st−1
dt (n)
+Wihht−1 +Wixxt + bi ),
where the sigmoid σ (·) is an activation function in the range [0,1],
with 0 meaning the gate is closed and 1 meaning the gate is com-
pletely open; Wi∗ are the mapping matrices and bi is the bias
vector.
(ii) Forget gate ft modulates the previous state st−1 to control
its contribution to the current state. It is dened as
ft = σ (
N∑
n=0
W(n)f d
d(n)st−1
dt (n)
+Wf hht−1 +Wf xxt + bf ),
with the mapping matrices Wf ∗ and the bias vector bf .
With the input and forget gate units, the internal state st of each
memory cell can be updated as below:
st = ft ⊗ st−1 + it ⊗ tanh(Wshht−1 +Wsxxt + bs ), (4)
where ⊗ stands for element-wise product.
(iii) Output gate ot gates the information output from a memory
cell which would inuence the future states of LSTM cells. It is
dened as
ot = σ (
N∑
n=0
W(n)od
d(n)st
dt (n)
+Wohht−1 +Woxxt + bo ).
en the hidden state of a memory cell is output as
ht = ot ⊗ tanh(st ). (5)
By iteratively applying Eq. 4 and Eq. 5, dRNN updates the internal
state st and the hidden state ht over time. In the process, the
input gate, forget gate, and output gate play an important role in
controlling the information entering and leaving the memory cell.
4 THE PROPOSED MODEL
Given an activity recognition task, not all video frames contain
salient paerns to discriminate between dierent classes of activi-
ties. dRNN tries to detect and integrate the salient spatio-temporal
sequences via the state derivative. As the internal state contains
the memory of the previous input sequences, the state derivative
explicitly models the change in information gain and considers the
impact of dynamic structures. us, the state derivative tends to be
eective in recognizing actions.
As mentioned in [12], LSTM gates serve as the most crucial
elements of LSTM. dRNN formulates the input, forget, and output
gates using the combination of dierent orders of DoS. To be more
specic, 0th-order DoS, which is the same as conventional LSTM
internal cell, models the locality of memory change; 1st-order DoS
denotes the velocity of change in information gain; and 2nd-order
DoS describes the acceleration of memory change, etc. While each
individual order of DoS is eective in capturing a certain level of
salient spatio-temporal sequences, the sum of all the orders of DoS
could distort the detected salient motion paerns and result in less
eective modulation of those gates.
In this paper, we propose to modulate the LSTM gates via indi-
vidual orders of DoS. Inspired by [11], we stack multiple levels of
LSTM cells with increasing orders of DoS. To be more specic, layer
1 of d2RNN uses 0th-order DoS, which resembles the conventional
LSTM cell; layer 2 uses LSTM cell with 1st-order DoS; and layer 3
uses LSTM cell with 2nd-order DoS, etc. Since we are integrating
the ideas of DoS from dRNN and deep stacked layers from deep
RNN, our proposed model is termed deep dierential Recurrent
Neural Network (d2RNN). Within each layer of d2RNN, our model
learns the change in information gain with individual order of DoS.
With deeper layers of d2RNN cell, our model learns higher-degree
and more complex dynamical paerns.
Figure 2 illustrates the LSTM unit in layer (n+1) of the proposed
d2RNN model. Hollow lines indicate the information ow of st−1.
Formally, we have the following recurrent equations to control the
LSTM gates in layer (n + 1) of d2RNN.
(i) Input gate:
it = σ (W(n)id
d(n)st−1
dt (n)
+Wihht−1 +Wixxt + bi ), (6)
(ii) Forget gate:
ft = σ (W(n)f d
d(n)st−1
dt (n)
+Wihht−1 +Wf xxt + bf ), (7)
(iii) Output gate:
ot = σ (W(n)od
d(n)st
dt (n)
+Wihht−1 +Woxxt + bo ), (8)
4.1 Discretized Model
Since d2RNN model is dened in the discrete-time domain, the
1st-order derivative dstdt , as the velocity of information change, can
be discretized as the dierence of states:
vt ,
dst
dt
 st − st−1, (9)
for simplicity [8].
Similarly, we consider the 2nd-order of DoS as the acceleration
of information change. It can be discretized as:
at ,
d2st
dt2
 vt − vt−1 = st − 2st−1 + st−2. (10)
In this paper, we only consider the rst two orders of DoS. Higher
orders can be derived in a similar way.
4.2 Algorithm and Learning
With the above recurrent equations, the d2RNN model proceeds
with the following procedures starting in layer 1 (n = 0) at time
step t :
• Compute input gate activation it and forget gate activation
ft by Eq. (6) and Eq. (7);
• Update state st with it and ft by Eq. (4);
• Compute discretized DoS d (n)st
dt (n) ;• Compute output gate ot by Eq. (8);
• Output ht gated by ot from memory cell by Eq. (5);
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Figure 3: An illustration of our framework for video-level activity recognition. Best viewed in color.
• If there exists a deeper layer in d2RNN, set n = n + 1 and
xt = ht for the following layer and repeat the above steps;
For a frame-by-frame prediction task, we output the label pt
by applying the somax to ht using Eq. (2) and (3). To learn the
model parameters of d2RNN, we dene a loss function to measure
the deviation between the target class ct and pt at time t :
`(pt , ct ) = − logpt,ct .
en, we can minimize the cumulative loss over the sequence:
T∑
t=1
`(pt , ct ).
For an activity recognition task, the label of activity is oen given
at the video level. Since LSTMs have the ability to memorize the
content of an entire sequence, the last memory cell of LSTMs ought
to contain all the necessary information for recognizing the activity.
e sequence level class probability p is generated by computing
the output ofd2RNN with Eq. (2) and applying the somax function
with Eq. (3). For a given training label c , the d2RNN can be trained
by minimizing the loss function below, i.e.
`(p, c) = − logpc .
e loss function can be minimized by Back Propagation rough
Time (BPTT) [6], which unfolds an LSTM model over several time
steps and then runs the back propagation algorithm to train the
model. To prevent back-propagated errors from decaying or explod-
ing exponentially, we use truncated BPTT according to Hochreiter
et al. [15] to learn the model parameters. Specically, in our model,
errors are not allowed to re-enter the memory cell once they leave
it through the DoS nodes.
Formally, we assume the following truncated derivatives of gate
activations:
∂it
∂vt−1
$ 0, ∂ft
∂vt−1
$ 0, ∂ot
∂vt
$ 0,
and
∂it
∂at−1
$ 0, ∂ft
∂at−1
$ 0, ∂ot
∂at
$ 0,
where $ stands for the truncated derivatives.
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We compare the performance of the proposed method with state-of-
the-art LSTM and non-LSTM methods present in existing literature
on human activity datasets.
5.1 Datasets and Feature Extraction
e proposed method is evaluated on two publicly available human
activity datasets: NUS-HGA [23] and Violent-Flow [14].
We choose the NUS-HGA dataset as it is a well-collected bench-
mark dataset for evaluating activity recognition techniques. e
NUS-HGA dataset includes 476 video clips covering six group ac-
tivity classes: Fight, Gather, Ignore, RunInGroup, StandTalk and,
WalkInGroup. Each instance involves 4-8 persons. e sequences
are captured over dierent backgrounds with a static camera record-
ing 25 frames per second. Each video clip has a resolution of 720 ×
576 and lasts around 10 seconds.
e Violent-Flows (VF) dataset is a real-world video footage of
crowd violence, along with standard benchmark protocols designed
for violent/non-violent classication. e Violent-Flows dataset
includes 246 real-world videos downloaded from YouTube. e
shortest clip duration is 1.04 seconds, the longest slip is 6.52 seconds,
and the average length of the video is 3.6 seconds.
We are using densely sampled HOG3D features [18] to represent
each frame of video sequences from the NUS-HGA and Violent-
Flows datasets. Specically, we uniformly divide the 3D video
volumes into a dense grid, and extract the descriptors from each
cell of the grid. e parameters for HOG3D are the same as the
one used in [18]. e standard dense sampling parameters for
extracting HOG3D features can be found on the author’s webpage.
All the videos are resized into 160 × 120. e size of the descriptor
is 300 per cell of grid, and there are 58 such cells in each frame,
yielding a 17,400 dimensional feature vector per frame. To construct
a compact input into d2RNN model, Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) is then applied to reduce the feature dimension. Aer PCA
dimension reduction, NUS-HGA has a feature dimension of 300,
and Violent-Flows has a feature dimension of 500. Both of them
are retaining 90% of energy among the principal components. For
the sake of fair comparison, we use the same features as input for
other LSTM models too.
5.2 Architecture and Training
e architecture of the d2RNN models trained on the above datasets
are shown in Table 1. We keep the state units the same for all the
LSTM layers in d2RNN. For the sake of fair comparison, we adopt
the same architecture for stacked LSTMs models. For dRNN model,
we keep the same number of state units as stacked LSTMs and
d2RNN. We can see that the number of memory cell units is smaller
than the input units on both datasets. is can be interpreted as
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NUS-HGA Violent-Flows
Input Units 300 500
State Units 200 300
Output Units 6 2
Table 1: Architectures of the d2RNNmodel used on the NUS-
HGA and Violent-Flows datasets.
Figure 4: Training loss curves of dierent layers of d2RNN
over number of epochs on the NUS-HGA dataset.
follows. e sequence of a human activity video oen forms a
continuous paern embedded in a low-dimensional manifold of
the input space. us, a lower-dimension state space is sucient
to capture the dynamics of such paerns. e number of output
units corresponds to the number of classes in the datasets.
We plot the learning curves for training the d2RNN models on
the NUS-HGA dataset in Figure 4. (n + 1)-layer d2RNN refers to
the model of (n + 1) layers with DoS starting from 0th-order to
nth-order. e learning rate of BPTT algorithm is set to 0.0001. e
gure shows that the objective loss continuously decreases over 50
epochs. Deep layers of d2RNN converge faster due to larger model
complexity.
5.3 Results on the NUS-HGA Dataset
ere are several dierent evaluation protocols used on the NUS-
HGA dataset in literature, which can lead to fairly large dierences
in performance across dierent experiment protocols.
First to evaluate the performances of the proposed d2RNN vs.
other LSTM models, we perform ve-fold cross validation. is ex-
periment set-up increases the challenge for the task compared to the
one using Monte-Carlo cross validation. For the NUS-HGA dataset,
the activity videos are produced by chopping longer sequences
into shorter ones. Due to random sampling, Monte-Carlo makes
the task easier by puing similar video instances to both training
and testing set. Five-fold cross-validation, however, dramatically
increases the diculty since training and testing examples usually
have high in-class variations regarding background, view-angle,
lightning, and activity participants.
We show the performance comparison of LSTM models in Figure
6. For the dRNN and d2RNN models, we report the accuracy up
Methods Accuracy (%)
Ni et al. [23] 73.50
Zhu et al. [32] 87.00
Cho et al. [4] 96.03
Cheng et al. [3] (MF) 93.20
Cheng et al. [3] (MAF) 96.20
3-layer d2RNN 98.24
Table 2: Performance comparison on the NUS-HGA dataset.
MF indicates motion feature fusion and MAF indicates mo-
tion and appearance feature fusion.
to the 2nd-order of DoS. For stacked LSTMs, we report the accu-
racy up to 3 layers, which is the same highest layer as d2RNN. All
the LSTM models use the same HOG3D feature presented above.
e conventional LSTM yields the lowest performance compared
to other LSTM models. is is because conventional LSTM uses
neither DoS or deep layers to capture motion saliency presented in
given video frames.
Generally, higher orders of DoS generate beer performance
for both dRNN and d2RNN. However, the performance increase
for dRNN is smaller than d2RNN. is can be explained that for
dRNN, the combination of all the orders of DoS distorts the detected
motion paerns. d2RNN, on the other hand, uses individual orders
of DoS on each layer, and can preserve and align the salient dynamic
structures.
It can also be seen that d2RNN outperforms stacked LSTMs
given the same number of deep layers, which demonstrates the
advantage of heterogeneous LSTM layers used in d2RNN over the
homogeneous ones in stacked LSTMs. To be more specic, the
higher orders of DoS from d2RNN detects salient spatio-temporal
structures which cannot be captured by conventional LSTM layers
used in stacked LSTMs. To this end, the above analysis shows that
d2RNN not only is capable of modeling more complex dynamical
paerns, but also enables a hierarchy of DoS saliency in deep layers
to model the spatio-temporal dynamics over time.
Although deeper layers or higher orders of d2RNN might im-
prove the accuracy further, we do not report the result since it
becomes trivial by simply adding more deep layers with higher-
order DoS. e improved performance, however, might not com-
pensate for the increased computational cost. Moreover, with an
increased number of deep layers modeling higher orders of DoS,
a larger number of model parameters would have to be learned
with the limited training examples. is tends to cause overing
problem, making the performance stop improving or even begin
to degenerate. erefore, for most of practical applications, the
3-layer setup for d2RNN should be sucient. More applications of
deep architectures of RNNs can be found in [16, 29].
In order to compare d2RNN with other non-LSTM state-of-the-
art methods, we follow [3] and evaluate our method via Monte-
Carlo Cross Validation. To be more specic, we randomly select 80%
of the examples from each class of the dataset to form the training
set, and then assign the rest to the test set. e performance is
reported by the average accuracy across ve such trials.
We compare d2RNN model with other non-LSTM state-of-the-
art algorithms in Table 2. In addition, Figure 7 shows the confusion
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Figure 5: Frame-by-frame prediction of activity category over time. Best viewed in color.
Figure 6: Comparison of the proposed d2RNN model with
other LSTM models on the NUS-HGA dataset.
matrices obtained by [3] and our proposed method. d2RNN model
generally achieves beer performance than the other non-LSTM
methods. Traditional solutions for group activity algorithms need
human supervision to acquire accurate human object trajectories
from the videos. According to [3], they acquired human bounding
boxes using existing tracking tools, which requires manual annota-
tion for bounding box initialization. is constraint prevents their
method from being used in automatic or real-time applications.
On the contrary, d2RNN models can outperform these traditional
methods without the aid of manual operation, enabling broader
applications for group behavior analysis. In addition, since tradi-
tional models rely on such special assumptions, they might not be
applicable to other types of sequences which do not satisfy these
assumptions. In contrast, the proposed d2RNN model is a general-
purpose model, not being tailored to any specic type of sequences,
holding the potential for other sequence-related applications.
Zhuang [34] reported an accuracy of 99.25% on NUS-HGA dataset.
It is worth noting that they used a combination of Deep VGG net-
work [27] with stacked LSTMs, where the Deep VGG network plays
a crucial role in reaching such performance. In addition, to avoid
overing for the complex model, they applied data augmentation
on the training set to increase the diversity of training sequences.
While in our experiments, no data augmentation technique is used.
In order to beer understand the disadvantage of the combi-
nation of dierent orders of DoS in dRNN model, we perform the
following experimental study. First, we construct a variant of LSTM
Figure 7: Confusion Matrices obtained by Cheng et al. [3]
(le) and 3-layer d2RNN (right) on the NUS-HGA dataset.
using individual orders of DoS and then treat them as separate mod-
els. We call these models ”1st-order LSTM” and ”2nd-order LSTM”.
en we use AdaBoost algorithm [9] to ensemble the above models,
which we call Ensemble RNN (eRNN). To be more specic, 1st-
order eRNN ensembles 0th- and 1st-order LSTMs; 2nd-order eRNN
ensembles 0th-, 1st-, and 2nd-order LSTMs. By doing so, we also
intend to study whether each individual order of DoS is good at
modeling a certain level of motion saliency.
In Figure 8, the lemost three bars are performances of con-
ventional LSTM, 1st-order LSTM, and 2nd-order LSTM. LSTMs
with higher orders of individual DoS gain slightly beer perfor-
mances. On the other hand, their ensemble models, which are
eRNNs, achieve substantially beer results. is shows that each
individual order of DoS indeed can detect a certain level of motion
saliency and contributes to their ensemble model. While compar-
ing the same order of dRNN with eRNN, we nd out that eRNN
consistently achieves higher results. is demonstrates that it is
suboptimal to combine dierent orders of DoS within the LSTM
gates and the sum of all the orders of DoS would distort the detected
motion paerns.
5.4 Results on the Violent-Flows Dataset
To evaluate our method on the Violent-Flows dataset, we follow
the standard 5-fold cross-validation protocol in [14] and report the
results in terms of mean accuracy.
Figure 9 compares the results of LSTM models on the Violent-
Flows dataset. For the dRNN models, we report the accuracy up to
the 2nd-order of DoS. For stacked LSTMs and d2RNN, we report
the accuracy up to 3 layers.
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Figure 8: Evaluation of individual vs. combination of DoS.
Figure 9: Comparison of the proposed d2RNN model with
other LSTM models on the Violent-Flows dataset.
From the results, dRNN, stacked LSTMs, and the proposedd2RNN
outperform the conventional LSTM algorithm with the same fea-
ture. d2RNN outperforms both dRNN and stacked LSTMs, which
demonstrates the eectiveness of learning intrinsic dynamical pat-
terns present in video sequences with both deeper layers of LSTMs
and higher-orders of DoS. While deeper layers enable greater model
complexity, higher-orders of DoS strengthen the model’s ability
to detect salient spatio-temporal structures. In the meantime, the
stacked deep layers in space naturally reveal the salient dynamics
over time, and decrease the chance of misaligned DoS in dierent
orders. dRNN model suers from the distortion of salient motion
paerns due to the combination of dierent orders DoS. On the
other hand, stacked LSTMs ignore the salient spatio-temporal struc-
tures, by simply stacking homogeneous layers onto the model.
It is worth pointing out that for stacked LSTMs and d2RNN,
the 3-layer architectures do not improve the performance much
compared to their corresponding 2-layer models on the Violent-
Flows dataset. For stacked LSTMs, the performance is even slightly
decreasing. is is probably because with deep layers in the ar-
chitecture, the model is geing high in complexity and has larger
chance of overing.
From Figure 10, we can see that d2RNNN can eectively detect
the violent scenes, which demonstrates the superiority of using in-
dividual orders of DoS. Stacked LSTMs, without using DoS, perform
less designedly in recognizing violent activities. is is probably
due to the lack of strength in detecting motion saliency.
Figure 10: Confusion Matrices obtained by 2nd-order dRNN
(le), 3-layer stacked LSTMs (middle), and 3-layer d2RNN
(right) on the Violent-Flows dataset
Methods Accuracy (%)
Violent Flows [14] 81.30
Common Measure [22] 81.50
Hist of Tracklet [21] 82.30
Substantial Derivative [20] 85.43
Holistic Features [19] 85.53
3-layer d2RNN 86.58
Table 3: Performance comparison on the Violent-Flows
dataset.
In Table 3, we compare 3-layer d2RNN with the non-LSTM state-
of-the-art algorithms on the Violent-Flows dataset. d2RNN model
outperforms other state-of-the-art methods, which again demon-
strates our model’s eectiveness in learning more complex dynam-
ical paerns via deep stacked layers and detecting spatio-temporal
saliency via a hierarchy of DoS.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel LSTM model deep dierential Re-
current Neural Network (d2RNN), which integrates stacked LSTMs
and Derivative of State (DoS). Instead of simply stacking homoge-
neous LSTM layers, d2RNN stacks multiple levels of LSTM cells
with individual and increasing orders of DoS. Our model inherits
the strength of stacked LSTMs to model more complex dynamical
paerns than the conventional LSTM. In addition, it further en-
ables the ability to detect salient spatio-temporal structures via the
hierarchy of DoS. On the other hand, d2RNN diers substantially
from dRNN. Instead of using the combination of dierent orders of
DoS, which has been shown suboptimal, our model modulates the
LSTM gates with individual orders DoS and mitigate the problem
of information distortion. We demonstrate our model’s superiority
on human activity datasets by showing that d2RNN outperforms
LSTM, dRNN, and stacked LSTMs. Even in comparison with the
other state-of-the-art methods based on strong assumptions about
the motion structure of activities being studied, the general-purpose
d2RNN model still demonstrates competitive performance. In the
future work, we will explore the potential of d2RNN in broader
applications, such as speech recognition, music synthesis, online
handwriting recognition, video captioning, and gesture recognition.
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